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The growing religion-based challenge to the concept of evolution is 
prompting some new thinking about the issue. Nigel Williams reports.
Seeing into believingThe battle between a belief in 
creationism by some religious 
groups and Darwinian evolution 
appears endemic in parts of the 
US, but in the UK it is a relatively 
new phenomenon: the home of 
Darwin has proved more broadly 
receptive of his ideas over many 
years. But the new challenges 
are prompting scientists in 
Britain to champion Darwinism 
afresh — The Royal Society 
held a recent high-profile public 
lecture by the geneticist Steve 
Jones to emphasise the strength 
of scientific evidence in support 
of Darwin’s work. Even senior 
religious figures have challenged 
the position of creationism: the 
Archbishop of Canterbury  
recently said that he did not 
believe it should taught as an 
alternative to evolution in schools. 
And the Bishop of Oxford, Richard 
Harries, has written of his wish  
to see faith separated from 
science.
But the breadth and depth of 
religious views, even when they 
are not challenging science, have prompted some to consider 
how humans have come to hold 
religious beliefs: how such a thing 
might have evolved. 
One scientist, developmental 
biologist Lewis Wolpert, has  
just published a book on 
this issue. Wolpert believes 
evolutionary psychology offers a 
route into understanding human 
beliefs, although he acknowledges 
that it is quite a controversial  
field. But he points out the need 
to look at animal behaviour as a 
starting point and appreciate  
how flies can land on the edge  
of a glass and birds build 
wonderful nests without  
training. “It is our genes that 
make the embryos from which we 
develop and end up as humans, 
and they determine how our 
brains will work,” he writes.  
“Yes, culture is important, as is 
nurture, but they both interact in 
and on a very complex biological 
system.”
And in his look at religiosity he 
finds that it originates in our desire 
for causal explanations. We make gods and religious systems for the 
same reason that we make tools, 
he says. Religion is as human, 
and as explicable, as the flint axe 
and the computer, and is a natural 
consequence of how we are  
wired as human beings. We have 
an inbuilt “belief engine”, he  
says. But importantly, he therefore 
says a propensity for beliefs 
should not lead to an acceptance 
of them.
Wolpert developed his view 
about religion through his family 
experiences. He was born into 
a religious household “saying 
his prayers each night and 
asking God for help on various 
occasions”, until he gave it all 
up around age 16. He has been 
an atheist ever since. More 
specifically he is a “reductionist, 
materialist atheist.”
His son Matthew went the  
other way. Brought up in the 
Wolpert’s atheistic household, 
he was converted, in late 
adolescence, to fundamental 
Christianity. Wolpert was not 
upset, as his son had had a 
difficult late adolescence and  
the Church “really helped him”,  
he says. But that event led Adam and Eve it: The concept of evolution has to battle with deeply entrenched religious concepts. (Picture: John Martin/OSF.)
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published as Six Impossible 
Things Before Breakfast.  
The title is taken from Lewis 
Carroll when Alice is discussing 
belief with the White Queen.  
Alice finds impossible things  
hard to believe but the Queen 
assures her that it can come with 
practice.
Wolpert concludes that there 
is no reason to modify his 
reductionist, materialist, atheist 
view of the universe. But, he 
argues, dismantling the “belief 
engine” usefully explains how 
humans are different from other 
animals.
“What makes us human,” says 
Wolpert, “is causal beliefs” and 
the concept of cause and effect 
in the physical world. So how is 
causal belief different from other 
kinds of belief? “The crucial  
thing is that animals do not have 
causal beliefs,” he argues. “There 
are important cognitive similarities 
between humans and mammals, 
especially primates, who 
remember their local environment, 
take novel detours, follow  
object movement, recognise  
similarities, and have some  
insights into problem solving,”  
he says. But primates “have a 
limited understanding of the 
intentionality of other animals,  
and only a glimmer of 
understanding of causal 
relationships between inanimate 
objects.”
He cites as evidence the fact 
that chimps will watch fruit fall 
from a tree as it sways in the 
wind, but don’t make the leap to 
shaking the tree themselves to get 
the fruit. “No animal, other than 
the human animal, could make 
that deduction,” he says.
But how does this get us to 
God? “It was the mental concept 
of cause and effect which was 
critical. Once you had that 
concept which enabled you to 
manufacture complex tools, 
you then wanted to understand 
other things as well — why we 
got ill, what happened when 
we died, why the sun shone or 
disappeared. Those too, must 
have causes. And that’s the origin 
of belief.”
Ideologies inspire belief too, but 
Wolpert does not believe they, like Challenging: Lewis Wolpert’s new book seeks to find a possible biological basis for 
human religious beliefs.religion, are a consequence of our 
human wiring. Moral beliefs — the 
foundations for ideologies — are 
different from causal beliefs, 
he says.
 “I believe that religious beliefs 
are at least partly genetically 
determined. How else can you 
explain the fact that there’s no 
society ever discovered that 
didn’t have some sort of religious 
belief?” he says. “People believe 
in all sorts of strange things  
and it’s hard to change their 
beliefs. What I’m doing is 
asking people to take their beliefs seriously and look at the 
evidence.”
Wolpert hopes he has raised 
some important issues and 
flagged up the significance of 
evolutionary thinking. But “I would 
be surprised, and disappointed, if 
some of the ideas did not provoke 
quite a few vigorous rejections, 
and alternative explanations,” 
he says.
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